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Abstractl To analyze the coupled field problem of stress, Sroundwater flow and heat transfer, the governinS equations are formulated besed in the inteSral form on the conservation

law and them directly solved through discrilizaLion. lt should be noted that direct discrilizaLion of the conservation lau of various physical guantities usinS the "Rigid BodiesSprinS llodel" makes the analysis not only simpler but also more flexihle. Two coupled field problem of heat and Srounduater flow as well as heat conduction and stresses are analyzed in this paper.

I

to deal with these problems. As a
of fact the RBSI'I can be considered
a discrete model to fulfil the conservation lau in the stress analysis. Under
RBSI'I

INTRODUCTION

matter
Recently, the nuclear waste geological

disposal, etc. have produced the

of

heat transfer and groundwater

problems

flou

such consideration, extended use of the
RBSI'I is attempted in these coupled field
p rof I ems of f raciu red rock mass .

in

fractured rocks. The analysis of heat and
Sroundwater flow requi res a evaluation of
the effect of stress, and therefore it is
necessary

for thls

purpose

to

2

consider

discontinity of the rock mass in these
analysls. Various approaches have been
proposed to the stress analysis of fractured rocks, and the effect of discontinuity uas simulated by using of the
Cundal I model(Cundal I l9?4), the joint
element (Goodman et al.l968), the rigid
body spring nodel (Kawai.19B0), etc.
Further Kyoya et al.1985 and Oda et al.
l9B5 conducted an elatrorate analysis in
uhich discontinuity effect was considerated i n the const i tut i ve equat i on by us i n8
damaSe tensor and fabric tensor. ln the
evaluation of the stabi I i ty of the underSround rock caverns, tanks of storinS LPG,
crackinS always occur around the caverns
due to contracive strain, and therefore a
coup I ed ana I ys i s of heat transfer, groundwater flou and stress in cracked rocks is
actual

ly

ANALYSIS OE TllE COUPLED FIELD OF

HEAT

TRANSFER AND GROUNDIIATER FLOIJ

2.1 Formulation
The SoverninS

partial differential

equa-

tions of unsteady coupled field proflen of
heat transfer and Sroundwater flou can be
8 i ven

as fo I I ous(Utsus i da 1985):
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lntegrating them with respect to

(3)

a

reg r on

V and i ntroduc i n8 Four i er's lawi
(4)
Qr = -ATri
and then rearranged using the Gauss' theorem, the equations (l) and (2) can be rea rranged as fol lowsi

necessary.

ln this paper direct discritization of
the conservation law is proposed using the

/
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heat tolfrom the adjacent element,
fol lous.
l) ln the case of heat conductionl
ki;= A/I i;
( I=Thermal conductivity,

(6)

ft}

d,

.oi

uhere Pc: Equivalent heat capacity of rock
nasses, (Pc)r: Heat capacity of fluid, To:
lnitial temperature, pl Thermal expansion

u=Distance betueen element

Sravitationnal centers )

ki;=o€F(Ti

(o
t
Ti

(11)

+TJ)(T?+T3)

(12)

Stephan-Bol tsman constant,

Emissivity,
Geometrical factor,

F

of the surface normal.
The equations (3),(5) and (6) are
discretized and are to be solved simul -

Temperature

'Ti

iandj)

of the elements

I ntroduci ng the nean load approximation to
the time integration using a factor 6, the

equation(B)becomes as shown below.

taneous I y.

(pi ci

The fol louing assumptins are made before

iscreti zation of the equation (5).
1) The temperature within elements is

d

Vi

+eatXj@c)rv" i,+k'1. )S,.:) Tl.o'

The heat flux on the interelement
boundary surfaces is constant.
The seepage velocity on the interelement boundary surface is also cons-

(13)

J

(o/tl {(}(rc),v"1, -k,l)s,rTi-a')

+

constant.

3)

(10)

2) ln the case of convective heat
transfer:ki i= u
( u:Coefficent of heat transfer )
3) ln the case of thermal radiationl

coefficient of the fluid, v1 I Components
of seepaSe velocity vector, Ai Thermal
conductivity, 0l Heat 8eneration rate,q; I
Components of heat flux, Pl Pore water
pressure, Kl Permeabi I ity coefficient,
/,1! Coeff icient of f luid viscosity,
8l Gravi taional acce leration,
5is(1 when ;=3), Ssi Specific storage,
Pr: Fluid density, ni lDirectional cosine

2)

as

I

-(l-e)atl(i@c),vl r;+kl;)S,;) Tl
.t
t
- ((r-e)arl {(i(p.),v"j;-kl,)s1;Ti1 I +ato1v
= (pi

ci vr

jZ

i is Vi, the contact area uith the
adjacent element j is Siir attd the elenent

0 in the equation, it vi I I become
the Euler method, uhich is unsuitable for
the unsteady analysi s to deterni ne the
tenperature distribution over many hours

temperature

as the equation

tant.
Now

lets

assume

that the

volume

lf

of ele-

ment

is T;. The temperature at the
is an average of tenrpera-

long time step

boundary surface

tures at adjacent eletnents.
Ti;=(Ti

+Tt)/z

Then the equation
fol lows.
p,

ci'i,

V,

Crank-Nikorson

(7)

L{t

)s,,

rQi

vi -Iq i ;si

Vi;

i

2)

a

prior

is

lf

constant.

The pressure Sradient on the interelement boundary surface is constant.

the pressure Sradient at the interele-

is equal to
of the difference of the

ment boundary surface

j,

quotient

unl ike the
equations (l) through(6) uhich shou a tensor expression. I compl ies summation of
the adjacent elements. The heat flux qi.;

and

if

1) The pour water pressure ui thin elements

and

shon the elements

be diverSent

to the discretizalion.

uard normal, respectively. However the
suffixes i and j in the equation (8) simp-

ly

I

The followinS assumptions are taken

;

qii 0[e the flou velosity
and the heat flux at the boundary surface
of elements in the direction of the outwhere

wi I

is taken. Therefore the
nethod (€= 0.5) is adopted

in the present analysis.
Simi larly the equation (6) for unsteady
groundwater flow is I ike the equation (5).

(5) is discretized as

(
=-f(pc)r
jzt(a)vn,.,

0=

the
pour

urater pressure between the adjacent elements divided by the distance between

thei

(6)

is expressed by usinS the heat pass coefficient ki;as fol lous.
(9)
Qii=-kr;(Ti-Tr )
Here the definition of ki; tnaV be different balance according to the nethod of

gravi

tational centers, the

equai t,on

fol lous.
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The permeabi I ity
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uhere n.i ; is the vertical element of the
outward

unit

vector' Next,

normal

the

equation (3) for the flou velocitv Vi
obtained from the DarcY'5 lau is
discretized into the fol louing equation'

u:,,=-

!r" (

Y:

_ 1i+Tl

-P,88<

2.2

Numeri

?

cal

is the kinetic viscosity coefficient.
coefficient kg of the
grouted joint is k8 = 8 x 10-scm/s , if
the opening of the Srouted ioint is assumed to be 0.1mm uide. The results of analysis are shoun as the equipotential I ines
in the dam foundaiton rocks and are fairly
good agreement with the Kawamoto et al. s
results. Fig.2 shovs an example of the
coupled field analysis of heat transfer
and groundwater flou in a simple tto

and

l5

tPr'hzii

( 15)

-T.)n,';)

Resul

ls

Fig.l shous an example of the analysis
of groundvater flou in fractured rocks'
This is the numerical example of a finite
element analysis made by Kauamoto et al '

imensional rock model. The analysis
model is a 100 neter square and lOm thick
model as shown in Fig.2a.uith al I the
boundaries beinS imperneable' and the
upper and lower surfaces made to be adiavatic boundayies, the model observes the
occurrence and Srovth of the natural
convection, and changes in the temperature
d

distribution under initial rock tenperature of 50"C with the left and the
r ight boundary temperatures f ixed at 50"C
and 100"C respectively. Further, the static rater pressure distribution is assumed
at the initial condition. The material
properties are the rock masses heat capacityl pc = 2.44 x l06J/m3oC, the fluid
heat capacityl (Pc), = 4.19 x 106J/m3oc,
the rock thermal conductivityi A =
2.9\l/noC, the rock specific storaSel Ss =
3 x l0-7 /n, the rock permeabi I ityl K =
10-sm/s, and the

Fig.l Analysis of
dam

Srounduater

flou

fluid

thermal expansion

coefficient: B = 0.00021/"C.
ln a fractured rock masses nodel,cracks
were treated in such that no water flou
within the joints was considered and the
heat conductivity in the direction
perpend i cu I ar to the jo i nts uras ca I cu I ated
as 1/100. lt can be seen that the convection flow occurs and the temperature distribution changes 15 years later. l+rhen the
vertical cracks initiate, the temperature
distribution is considerably affected by
them but no appreciable difference is
observed in the calculation of the flow
velocity vector.
I n the present analysis, the basic equation for heat transfer and groubdwater
flou are expressed in the integral form,
and discretized directly. This has enabled
us to handle the problems in a simi lar uay
as in the analysis of the rigid body
spring model, and find a clue to the coupled field analysis of heat transfer and
the fluid flow under' influeuce of crack

in

initiation

foundation rock uith.ioints
805

and grouth.

Max velosity v:5.02X

G) Crack model

lO-G

(m/s)

Max velosi

v:6-42x70-6 (m/s)

(c) Crack model (After 15 years )

(b) Po.ou" model (After 15 years)

8i8.2 Analysis of heat convection flou in fractured rock

3

COUPLED

FIELD ANALVSIS FOR

masses

HEAT

COl\iDUCTION AND STRESSES

3.1 Formulation of Elasto-Plastic Thermal
Stress Analysis of Three-Dimensional
Fractured
The

is

Rocks

elasto-plastic thermal stress analysis

here formulated by usin8 the new discrete three-dimensional element proposed by
Kauai 1980. ln this new discrete element,
the element mode is only considared at the
centroid and arbitrary elements shape can
be used. For example elements shown in
Fig. 3 are considerered. Each of them is
assumed to be ricid, and their centroids
of I and ll are shoun as points Gr and Cz.
After deforuation, the displacement u of
any arbitrary points within the risid bo-

dies I and

ul

G) A pair of
rigid elements

Fia.3 Elements of Rigid Body Spring llodel

ll is shown by the follouing

express r ons.

,=r3'3,,ri:)=tal{u}
Ui=(Ui rVi,ut r1t

[t o
Q=10 1
to 0

rlt rXt)

(b) Retative displacement
P'p" of P on each element
after Ioading

the deformation. lt is assumed that in
Fig. 3b, the point P on the boundary surface before the deformation move to P, and
P"after the deformation. The relative
displacement vector 5 =(5x,5y,52) can be
shown by the fo I I ow i ng express i on us i ng
the displacement ll at the centroids of the

( 16)

( 17)

o o (z-zt)-(y-y,)
0 -Q-z) 0 (x-xi)
I (y-y,)-(x-x') 0

adjacent elements

I

and l l.

{s} = [Q,,-or] {Ul} = tBl{u}

(18)

(19)

Further, the relative displacement vectots
{;}=(9",5",5t) in the direcbions of n, s
and t in a system of rectangular coordinates havinS the normal vector to the
boundary surface, as shown in Fig.3a,are

Ui is the displacement vector ai the
centroid of the ith element, and 0i is the
(3 x 6) matrix uhich depends on the coordinates components (Xttvt,zt) at the centroid of the element and those (x,y,z) al
any arbitrary point. The relative displacement of two adjacent elements occur at
their interelement boundary surface after

where

i ven by the express i on be I ow us i ng the
coordinate transportat,ion matrix [.

g

{s
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}=[T]{5}=[T]tBl{u}=[A]{u}

(ro)

calculated by means of

Then, the strain vector 0=(€n,J^",ft) can
be approxitnated by the expression below
dividing the relative displacement vector
{5} by the distance h betueen the centroids of the elements I and I I '

=[A]{u}/h

{r}={J}/h

{o} =

-"

{i}=[1"

fol lowi n8 expression is used as the
govern i n8 equat i on for heat conduct i on.
l l l rc

(22)

are separately defined uith resard to the
continuous media and the discontinuous
e

I

The incremental stages are assumed

pro),P(1)....,,P(n).

Uhen

the

to

be

f

increment

considered uith the value of P(n)
staSe assumed to be known, the virtual
work is given by the fol lowi ng express ion.
+

{da})t\' | | I

-//s{^u}T ({;}+{+q})as=

s1^ 1'

1 1

uhere

(23)

]({a€} -{o€t }

ID"P] is the elasto-plastic matrix which
easily be calcualted if the yield function is given. /€T=(p(T-T"),0,0) is the
thermal strain vector, F is the thermal
expansion coefficient to rock masses, and
To is the initial ternperature. Thus the
equation (23) becomes as shoun belou.
P

J{al}

{ar}=//talr tq}ds///tal' {i}dv -//tAlT {6}ds

rrespective of temperature.
The analysis results are as shown in
Fig.4, which almost coincide with l,he
lshizuka et al. in respect to the thermal
d i str i but i on character i st i cs. i th reSard

(25 )

tk"'l= I //[A]' [D"o IA] ds

1r/

to

the ,tensi le fracture region, however,
the tuo results are not always the same as
the tensi le strengih was assumed to be
constant in this analysis although development of the tensi le reSion are observed

als and afu represent the surface
loads and the body forces, and the tralan-

where

ar is assumed to

be

and

i

{dtr1=1 1111' ,D" P l{^€r }dv

ce

the internal friction

the internal friction anrlel i = 45o,
Poisson,s rasio: Y = 0.3 ,
Young,s modulusl E = 6.8 x loakg/cm2 ,
the cohesionl C = 56k\/cn2 ,
the al lowable tensi le stressl 6t= 2Bk8/cn2
densitYl P=2.68/cn3,
specific heatl Cp = 0.753 KJlk8oC,
the thermal conductivityl A = 3.13i1/moC ,
and the coefficient of thernal expansionl
F=5x10-6/"C
Al I of them were assumed to be constant

Q4)

}+{ar}=[k'

and C are

1985, Dry rock masses were assumed
thei r physical properties tlere:

can

{af s}+{af , }+{af ,

f

(zt>

ich does not c:ons i der the i nf luence of
the temperature stress.
As an example, an analysis was made on
the rock cavern storinS LPG to uhich the
finite element analysis by lshizuka el al.

q represent the body force and
the surface load. {€} and {U} are Siven by
the expressions (21) and (16), and the
incremental stress vector {a6} are Siben
by the fol louing expression,
"

26)

rnrh

where F and

{ao}=[D"

(

angle and the cohesion ,and 6t is the
al louable tensi le stress. equation (27) is
consti tutive equation wi th tension cut,

p1+14i1 )uv

o

l lad"t - l lqt ntds

=.r+6|anil-c=0,6<.6t

aP{nr '"

/ / I s {ae}' ({a}

t\=l

ss certain hours later. The l''lohr-Coulomb's
yield criterion for the constitutive equation of naterial was used.

asto-

plastic thermal stress analysis is

cons i dered.

{

Here, a coupled field analysis is made for
unsteady heat conduction and stress.As the
first step, the unsteady analysis of the
Sovern i ng equat i on for heat conduc i on i s
made, and basd on the coupled temperature
, an analysis is made on the thermal stre-

and ki are the normal
and the shear stiffness, uhich

media (Hamajina el al. 1985).
Next, the fornu I at i on of the

ntegra-

The

k.

where kn and

stiffness

rD'r{e}

i

and Stress

(21)

:,]t;]=

cal

3.2 Coupled Analysis of Heat Conduction

The stress vector isl

'

numeri

tion.

ar = 0. Further,
{afr} andI k"P] is

the surface integral to
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After

After 30 years

10 years

(r)

("c

-40

-40

-20

After 30 years

-20

0

10

0

0

40m

40m

dc

|

,ro-

(b) Temperature distribution

(a) Mesh division

I+--------loo-

170 m

I

I

(c) Induced cracks

Fi8,4 Temperature distribution and induced cracks in the rock cavern storing

to be similar in both reults. This analysis can be made changing the heat transfer
mode !/ithin the cracks from conduction
into convective or thermal radiation, at

R

IPG
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